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INTRODUCTION
Scientific results must be reproducible in order for them to satisfy scientific peer review. In the early days of modern
science, simple experiments could be described on paper and re-run elsewhere to verify results. Today, many scientific
results are produced by long and complex chains of computer assisted data acquisition, processing and modelling. It is
not feasible to record all the steps of such data lineage in scientific papers or even perhaps in the printed form at all.
Information platforms (IPs) in Australia such as eReefs [1] and the Bioregional Assessments Data Repository [2], present
data from multiple Australian government agencies and other institutions for particular purposes. In eReef’s case it is to
ascertain water quality within the Great Barrier Reef lagoon. To ensure that the data they present is as scientifically
sound, IPs need to deliver metadata for their datasets alongside the data itself them that helps users understand the
data’s lineage. Not only are eReefs’ datasets complex but the fact that they come from multiple agencies further adds to
the difficulty in implementing useful lineage models, formats and delivery systems for that dataset metadata.
The term provenance, when used in the context of scientific computing, refers to the lineage of data – what steps were
taken in its production and what foundational data were input into those steps. Provenance research is relatively new
but does have an international standard, PROV, [3] and emerging communities of practice both within Australia, such as
Research Data Australia’s Provenance Interest Group.
For eReefs and for Bioregional Assessments IPs, similar approaches to managing provenance data have been taken with
the implementation of provenance stores and the use of PROV by both projects. These approaches ultimately see interagency standardized provenance reporting within Australia. This paper describes those approaches.

PROVENANCE SCIENTIFIC PROCESS MODELLING
In order to allow multiple, heterogeneous, systems to produce provenance metadata for the datasets they produce, a
generic “scientific process provenance model” has been used. It specifies how to record the various inputs and outputs
of scientific processes using the PROV standard and extensions to it [4]. Figure 1 shows a generic example of such.

Figure 1: Characterisation of a generic scientific process using PROV
Using the characterization shown in Figure 1, an ‘activity centric’ view of data generation is recorded. This allows people
to ask what source data and system configuration were used to generate derived data. In eReefs’ case, the data provision
processes characterized in this way range from CSIRO’s Ocean Colour satellite data sets [5] to Queensland Government’s
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Catchment Modelling (see [6] for a description of previous iterations of this process). These are very different processes
however they may all be represented by such a generic characterization.
The PROV standard guides what information is required for each element in Figure 1 and the relationships between them.
In addition, conventions for use and data management-specific details that are not specifically part of the PROV standard,
are implemented through adherence to the PROMS Ontology [7].
Using these tools, multiple process steps and multiple processes can be characterized and joined together and have their
provenance recorded. Powerful querying languages exist [8] to traverse the provenance graphs then created that allow
for metadata interrogation.

RECORDING AND DELIVERING PROVENANCE DATA
Data provision processes that have been characterized as described above need to have their manual and automated
systems record the requisite provenance data. That data (metadata to the main data the processes are generating) then
needs to be expressed in accordance with PROV/PROMS and stored.
Within eReefs, the author has worked with the owners of various eReefs data providers to implement “provenance
exporter” modules that record the requisite data from the native systems and send it to a centralised provenance store.
In both eReefs and the Bioregional Assessments programme, these centralised stored are implementations of the
Provenance Management System server [9]. That system is a simple, massively scalable, document database able to store
provenance Reports for each run of each process associated with its IP.

FURTHER USE
The principles and systems in use for eReefs and the Bioregional Assessments programme regarding provenance are able
to be used for other IPs and non-IP systems within Australia. Since an open, international standard form of provenance
is reported, longevity of access and usability is assured. The methods mentioned here work equally well with servicedelivered data as with repository-housed data.
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